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McIntoch v Noble Lakeside Park (Residential Parks) [2011] NSWCTTT 310 (14 July 2011)

CONSUMER, TRADER & TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division


APPLICATION NO:

RP 10/50327 & other applications 

APPLICANT:

Verna McIntosh

RESPONDENT:

Baclon Pty Ltd t/as Noble Lakeside Park

APPLICATION:

That a proposed rent increase is excessive

APPEARANCES:

Ms Faye Urquhart and C/- the Northern Rivers Affiliated Park Residents Association on behalf of 211 applicants;

Ms Dorothy Stephens in person
Respondent will be Mr Roman Tarnawsky of the Caravan Parks Association on behalf of the park owner

HEARING:

At Tweed Heads 13 December 2010

LEGISLATION:

Residential Parks Act 1998 (the Act)


On 13 December 2010 the Tribunal made the following orders: 

ORDERS

	The proposed rent increase in rent for the site occupied by the applicants of $139.00 per week is excessive rent payable under the residential site agreement is not to exceed $135.00 for a period of 12 months from 1 July 2010.


	Any amount paid by the applicant in excess of $135.00 per week from 1 July 2010 is to be credited to the applicants rent account by 12 February 2011.


	In the event of the applicant having paid less than $135.00 per week since 1 July 2010 the applicant is to pay the shortfall to the park owner by 12 February 2011.


The Tribunal now provides the following written reasons for the above determination. 

WRITTEN REASONS 

This is a rehearing of 212 applications by residents of Noble Lakeside Park claiming a proposed rent increase it was excessive.

At the hearing all but one of the residents were represented by Ms Faye Urquhart of the Northern Rivers Affiliated Park Residents Association. Ms Dorothy Stephens, a resident of site of 122 at the Residential Park, appeared on her own behalf.

The park owner was represented by Mr Roman Tarnawsky and Ms Elmona Noble a director of the park owner.

I record that the sound recording equipment could not be made to work at the hearing and consequently no transcript is available of the hearing on 13 December 2010. An application by one of the residents for written reasons out of time is been approved by the Registrar. In providing these reasons I rely upon my own notes made at the time of the hearing. 

A notice of increase is dated 22 April 2010 and provided for an increase of $13.00 per week to $139.00 per week effective from 1 July 2010. There is no challenge to the validity of this notice. The Residents have made application claiming the rent increase is excessive within the time allowed by section 56 ? of the Act. 


At the hearing the Residents relied upon written material addressing matters arising under section 57 of the Act. The Park Owner did likewise. In addition, I inspected Noble Lakeside Park in company with representatives of the park owner and applicants.

I would record Noble Lakeside Park is a large residential park with 254 sites occupied by permanent residents. All but 42 have objected to the increase to $139.00 per week. The Residential Park has an extensive array of facilities and abuts the large lake on the shores of which is located the large community hall. Noble Lakeside has pools and spa, tennis court, bowling green, barbecues, 3 community rooms, council garbage collection, security gates, storage area and putting green.

At the time of inspection the Residents identified the areas where it was said there had been/ being a failure to maintain facilities in a proper condition. Photographs are also relied upon in support of this claim. I am satisfied that the matters identified by the Residents are only minor in nature and with the exception of the putting green, have no impact on the use and enjoyment of the facilities provided by the park owner.

The putting green has been/ being significantly degraded from what appears to be the effects of stormwater. This facility was all but unusable as at of the date of inspection as a consequence. I note the park owner’s claim that it was a facility rarely used by residents.

Overall, Noble Lakeside is a Residential Park with an extensive array of facilities in the high degree of amenity for its residents.

I shall now deal with each of the claims arising under section 57 of the Act.

Section 57(a) - Comparable Parks

The applicants relied on a large number of Residential Parks said to be comparable to Noble Lakeside for those residential parks not in the Tweed area it was said they were located in a similarly locality to that of that of Noble Lakeside Park. The Residential Parks were:

Riverbend – Ballina, Dahlford Grove at Port Macquarie, 
Riverside Village at Evans Head, 
Southern Cross Village at Ballina, 
Ballina Pacific Palms, 
Sanctuary Village at Lennox Head,
Oyster Cove Lifestyle Resort at Yamba,
Faringdon at Nambucca Heads,
Palm Lake Resort at Banora Point Tweed Heads,
Coraki Broadwater Village at Tweed Heads

The Park Owner relied upon the following residential parks as comparable to Noble Lakeside:

Hacienda and Homestead Residential Parks at Chinderah,
Tweed Broadwater,
Drifters,
Coraki Broadwater Village at Tweed Heads,
Banora Palms and Tweed Heritage.

I disregarded the Residential Parks relied upon that are not in the Tweed area. Although these residential parks are located in either coastal towns or villages there are a number of residential parks in the same locality which are comparable to Noble Lakeside. Having regard to the fact that Tweed is part of a large regional centre I preferred to have regard to those residential parks in the same locality rather than those located in a similar locality all be it with a smaller population centre.

I disregarded Hacienda and Homestead Residential Parks at Chinderah. These are adjacent residential parks on the banks of the Tweed River. These parks are in a superior location to Noble Lakeside. The range of site fees of $139.00 to $175.00 per week reflects the particular location within the Parks. Some sites are waterfront sites with their own jetty. 

Drifters cannot be compared to Noble Lakeside. It does not have the range of facilities or amenity of Noble Lakeside. 

I find that Coraki Broadwater Village at Tweed Heads and Palm Lake Resort at Banora Point Tweed Heads are most comparable to Noble Lakeside. 

I note that Coraki Broadwater was relied upon by both residents and park owner as comparable to Noble Lakeside. It is located on the Coraki Broadwater at West Tweed Heads and also abuts a Lake. It has heated swimming pool, bowls green, garbage collection, barbecues and free village bus. The Applicants say rent for residents at Coraki is $122.84 cents per week the Park Owner says rent varies from $122.00 to $132.00 per week. The Applicants have submitted a copy of orders made in the Tribunal by consent on 30 July 2010 fixing the site fees within Coraki within a period of 12 months at $112.84 cents per week for central sites and $122.84 per week for perimeter sites.

That record confirms the accuracy of the Applicant’s evidence as to the applicable site fees.

Palm Lake Resort at Banora Point has a similar amenity to Noble Lakeside. Facilities include heated swimming pool and spa, bowls green, putting green, large community hall, storage area, barbecues and security gates. Site fees at Palm Lake Resort are $134.00 per week.

The Park Owner referred to Tweed Broadwater and Tweed Heritage Residential Parks as comparable but the evidence relied by the Park Owner does not enable me to be satisfied that these 2 residential parks should be regarded as more comparable to Noble Lakeside than  Cokai than Broadwater and Palm Lake Resort.

As site fees been paid at comparable residential parks is but of the matters to be considered under section 57 of the Act I shall return to the finding under this paragraph following consideration of the other matters in numerated in section 57.  Section 57(b) the value of the residential premises.

The Park Owner relies upon evidence it has provided as to the resale value of the homes within residential parks in the Tweed area. This document states the value of homes within Noble Lakeside have ranged from $265,000.00 to $380,000.00 those in Palm Lake are from $230,000.00 to $325,000.00 Coraki the resale value is stated to be $165,000.00 to $265,000.00. The resale value of homes in the other Tweed residential parks relied upon by the Park Owner is recorded as considerably less than the range stated for Noble Lakeside.

It is not clear as over what period the sale information has been/ being derived, nor its relevance.

The values stated are for homes which are the property of the resident occupying the site and for which they have the responsibility to maintain. 

The Park Owner may be saying that as residents are obtaining a higher price for their homes thus they should be paying more rent than residents within other residential parks within the Tweed area.

I find no correlation between the two. The Residential premises comprises the site upon which the residents home is located. It follows that the price been/ being obtained by a resident upon a sale of their home within Noble Lakeside, is irrelevant under this paragraph.

Section 57(c) – Frequency in an amount of past rent increases

Evidence provided by the applicants shows rent having been/ being increased on the 1st of July each year since 1 July 2003. In 2005 and 2006 the rent increases were in accordance with CPI increases. In 2007 the rent increase was $4.84 per week; in 2008 $5.00 per week and in 2009 $6.00 per week. The latter increase been/ being the consequence of an order made by the Tribunal which found a proposed $8.00 per week increase excessive and ordered the rent not exceed $126.00 per week.

I find nothing in the frequency or amount of the increases over the period stated to have any particular significance beyond the fact that rent has been/ being increased annually over the period.

Section 57(d) – A general price index

The Applicants evidence that the CPI increase over the relevant period (been/ being to the December 2009 quarter published the end of January 2010) was 2.2%. The Applicants point out that the proposed increase of $13.00 per week represents an increase of approximately 10.3%.

The fact that the increase exceeds the CPI increase is but one consideration which has to be weighed against the other factors, particularly any increase in outgoings in considering whether the rent increase is excessive.  

Section 57(e) – The conduct of the parties

There is no evidence by the parties to this matter.

Section 57(f) – The amount of any outgoings

The Park Owner has provided a statement from Rosenfeld, Cant & Co Chartered Accountants dated 9 December 2010. The letter states that the firm act as accountants for Noble Lakeside and “confirm that from our review of information provided by the client an overall increase of 13% of the Park operating costs for the 2010 year are correct”.

There is no detail as to what information is provided by the Park Owner to the Accountant to enable the Accountant to form this opinion. Nor has any detail been/ being provided to the Tribunal except for the 2009/ 10 rate notice plus water and sewerage accounts for the same period.

I shall deal with the water usage issue separately.

Under this paragraph of section 57 the Park Owner can present evidence of an increase in the costs of a particular outgoing in operating the Park. However, the Tribunal has consistently said that the weight which can be given to the impact of costs increases in outgoings depends on a large extent on how much detail is provided.

An increase in a particular outgoing cannot be evidenced of the extent of which all outgoings have increased. It is often the case that a Park Owner will seek to support an increase in rent greater than the CPI by reference to the increase expense in operating the Residential Park. The weight that can be given to such a claim will depend on an extent to which the outgoings produced enables such a claim to be substantiated.

In this case, the outgoings are limited and provide no means of determining the extent to which the outgoings in total have increased. The information from the Accountant does not fill that gap. There is no detail as to what information was provided and no means for the Tribunal to make its own assessment.

Accordingly, I am not satisfied that the letter from the Park Owner’s accountants can be given much weight in these proceedings.

Section 57(g) – The estimate costs of any services provided by the Park Owner or Resident

Sites within Noble Lakeside are individually metered but the Park Owner has not made a charge for water usage in this or past years. The Park Owner relies upon the water accounts for 2009/ 10 as showing the expense in so doing. 

In comparing other residential parks under section 57(a) it is important to ensure that the value of this service is taken into account. In this case, I note that the two residential parks I have found comparable with Noble Lakeside namely Palm Lake and Coraki Broadwater, are both residential parks in which there is no separate charge for water usage. As the value of this service is incorporated into the rent payable in each residential park, the rental comparison remains valid under section 57(a) for these parks. 

The Applicants maintain their own sites apart from the front lawn, the moving of which is undertaken by the Park Owner. The work undertaken by residents intended their own gardens may have some indirect benefit to the Park Owner but principally is of benefit to the Residents through the enjoyment and activity and enhancement of their local environment.

Conclusion 

The rent increase to $139.00 per week is far in excessive the CPI increase for the previous 12 months. The evidence of increases of outgoings does not support an increase so much greater than the CPI. 

This is side 2 of the Noble Lakeside residential park reasons continuing on which was dealing with the conclusion 

The proposed rent increase to $139.00 per week is considerably in excess of the rent payable of the two comparable parks Coraki Broadwater and Palm Lake. 

I find that Noble Lakeside is an amenity slightly superior to Palm Lake Resort and having regard to the much lower site fees payable at Cobaki Broadwater the general market level for rents at Noble Lakeside should not exceed $135.00 per week.

None of the other matters arising under section 57 as dealt with in these reasons effects this finding.  

For these reasons I find that the proposed rent increase to $139.00 per week is excessive and that rent should not exceed $135.00 per week for a period of 12 months.

Orders are made in these terms as set out of the commencement of the reasons.





H E Moore
Member 
Consumer, Trader & Tenancy Tribunal

28 June 2011


